WILPF Nuclear-Free Future Tour April 2 – September 24, 2017

June 17-20 – New York City – UN Negotiations for Nuclear Ban Treaty
Meghan and Alex Lawrence Marx, hosts

June 17-20 – New York
- Ray Acheson, 212-682-1265, Reaching Critical Will, 777 UN Plaza, 6th Floor, New York, NY

June 17 – Women’s March to Ban the Bomb – Photos and report by Ellen Thomas in Pressenza 6/18/17

WILPF International President Kozue Akibayashi leads the march with banner (on right)

Nuri Ronaghy, Alan Shorb, and Robin Lloyd. Nuri and Alan took one of the banners to the NOW Convention in Orlando, with the WILPF foldover flyer and petition.

Joan Ecklein, Claire Gosselin, Laura Dewey and ___?
- June 18, 1-6 pm - Peace & Planet Forum: One Struggle, Many Fronts: No Nukes, War, Wall or Warming, at Quaker Meeting, 110 Schermerhorn St, Brooklyn, NY - https://www.facebook.com/PeaceAndPlanet

Dinner with Gensuikyo delegation from Japan and Joseph Gerson of Peace and Planet -
Monday, June 19 –
11:30 AM – Support for Die-In at U.S. Mission across from UN entrance to protest the fact that the U.S. is not participating in the Nuclear Weapons Ban Treaty negotiations.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nuclear-un-usa-idUSKBN19A2KB

(Photos by Ellen Thomas, Robin Lloyd, and Reuters)
Monday, June 19 –
1:30-2:45 pm – Peace Boat presentation re Pacific nuclear weapons at UN (video to be uploaded)
3:00 – 5:00 – UN negotiations on nuclear weapons ban treaty, Conference Room 1

Meeting with Hibakusha (atomic bomb survivors) and Gensuikyo leader Hiroshi Taka
June 20 –
1:30-2:45 pm - [ICAN](http://ican.org) and [Parliamentarians](http://parliamentarians.org) event in UN Conference Room (filmed)

FYI– Blank copies of the WILPF ban treaty petition are linked at the top of [http://prop1.org](http://prop1.org), plus links to the [online petition to the Senate](http://petitionprop1.org), and [online letter to the House](http://letterprop1.org)
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